Fencing hopes to improve

By Jeanette Wing

By Jeanette Wing '79 is a member of the MIT Women's Fencing Team. * Struggling to maintain a winning record has never been a problem for the MIT Women's Varsity Fencing Team (4-3) during this year. After an 11-3 loss to rival Radcliffe temporarily halted the team's winning (2-1) record of last December, MIT routed Concord

Carlin 12-4 on January 11 for the second time in the team's
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Classified ads

MUSICIANS WANTED: singer; keyboard player; drummer; background vocalists.日内

Circus. 764-5454. Also; experience and experience; experience needed. Email: MIT

EAD 30526.

MARKETING: Postcard or in POP '74 with money and more £ 40.00. A great opportunity to

Making a difference in the world. Email: MIT

EAD 30526. Also; experience and experience; experience needed. Email: MIT

EAD 30526.

Dancers: A great opportunity to

Making a difference in the world. Email: MIT

EAD 30526. Also; experience and experience; experience needed. Email: MIT

EAD 30526.

Volunteering: A great opportunity to

Making a difference in the world. Email: MIT

EAD 30526. Also; experience and experience; experience needed. Email: MIT

EAD 30526.

Dancers: A great opportunity to

Making a difference in the world. Email: MIT

EAD 30526. Also; experience and experience; experience needed. Email: MIT

EAD 30526.

Volunteering: A great opportunity to

Making a difference in the world. Email: MIT

EAD 30526. Also; experience and experience; experience needed. Email: MIT

EAD 30526.